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Dear Mr. Gillen: 

This design report is a follow-up to an NRC inspection report finding in 2000. This 
design addresses the concerns raised by the inspectors and subsequent visits by NRC 
and DOE staff to the site. These concerns focused on minor erosion and rock 
displacement resulting from the concentration of lateral flow along the south 
embankment toe of Pond #1. Though Rio Algom is confident that this erosion is limited 
and does not pose a credible risk for release of tailings to the environment, it does 
present a long-term maintenance issue. As a result, this proposed design will 
concentrate water into a channel adjacent to the toe, and disperse the flow away from 
the toe. Rio Algom believes that this design will address the long-term maintenance 
concerns.  
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William Paul Goranson, RE.  
Manager, Radiation Safety, Regulatory 
Compliance and Licensing 
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Pond 1 South Embankment Erosion Protection - Ambrosia Lake Mill, New Mexico 

INTRODUCTION 

This design report was prepared by Maxim Technologies, Inc. (Maxim) for Rio Algom Mining Company, 
LLC. (Rio Algom) as part of their agreement for engineering services dated July 2001. Maxim has been 
retained to evaluate flood and long-term erosion conditions at the Ambrosia Lake Facility near Grants, 
New Mexico and to prepare designs for the long-term stability of tailings and evaporation ponds at this 
uranium mill tailings disposal site. This report provides the basis for the design required by the Task 5 
agreement. Task Five addresses erosion concerns at the toe of the south embankment of Pond 1, a 
reclaimed tailings pond, and consists of designing a channel/run-off apron for the south embankment of 
Pond 1. Figure 1 is a schematic representation of the area of concern in the current study.  

Pond I is a reclaimed tailings disposal site and was used for burial of byproducts produced at the mill.  
The embankment of Pond 1 is constructed with a radon barrier and overlying rock cover serving as 
erosion protection. The following report provides a design to prevent erosion of the embankment toe from 
run-off from the south embankment slope. For purposes of this design effort, it has been assumed that 
the erosion protection channel/apron shall only handle precipitation that falls on the south embankment 
slope or within the channel/apron limits. Local topographic information supplied by Rio Algom indicates 
precipitation that falls on the Pond top surface will run-off to the northwest and drain into the south 
diversion channel and then into the Arroyo del Puerto, which is down stream of the north embankment of 
Pond I and our proposed erosion protection system. The area south of the proposed erosion protection 
system drains to the south or east and away from the site on generally moderate slopes. Therefore, no L other significant flows are anticipated to enter the channel/apron. The proposed erosion protection 
system for the south embankment toe of Pond I is a combination of an apron designed to withstand the 
hydraulic jump of the flow running of the steeper embankment slope and onto the flat toe surface and a channel design that will withstand that longitudinal flow that is anticipated to run adjacent to the embankment toe. The greatest design requirements for developing apron protection and channel 

protection were used to develop the design configurations that follow.  

The analysis conducted for this design is consistent with Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
guidance, particularly, Design of Erosion Protection for Long-Term Stabilization (Johnson 1999). This 
guidance, referred to as NUREG-1623 in this report, requires, in most cases, that erosion protection be 
designed for a 1,000-year life to minimize future maintenance issues. Because flood events with a 1,000 year recurrence interval are difficult to quantify, the guidance recommends use of the probable maximum 
precipitation event (PMP) for design purposes. PMPs can be derived for various parts of the United 
States using appropriate hydrometeorological reports. The report that addresses New Mexico east of the 
continental divide is Hydrometeorological Report No. 55A, Probable Maximum Precipitation Estimates 
United States between the Continental Divide and the 103rd Meridian (Hansen et a/. 1988). Appropriate 
PMPs are used to develop runoff hydrographs and determine the probable maximum flood (PMF) for an area of concern. The final step in the design process is to apply the PMF to the appropriate erosion control design method. Guidance for design of riprap erosion protection is found in Appendix D of 
NUREG-1623.  

This design report is limited to those items affecting design of the south embankment of Pond 1 erosion 
protection, namely, the run-off issues mentioned previously. Methods of analysis are described for 
design issues including derivation of the PMP and calculation of the appropriate PMFs. The calculation of 
the riprap sizing is then described, and the report concludes with a discussion of other issues that affect the design.  

1.0 PMP CALCULATION 

Maxim verified the PMP calculation performed by others following the methods outlined in 
Hydrometeorological Report No. 55A (Hansen et al. 1988). The PMP rainfall depth calculated previously 
for the 1-hour local storm was 9.6 inches with no areal reduction. Maxim's calculation of the PMP depth

Rio Algom Mining Company, LLC. -I-
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Pond 1 South Embankment Erosion Protection - Ambrosia Lake Mill, New Mexico 

arrived at a 9.5 inch value for the 1-hour, 1-square mile local storm, slightly less than the previously 
calculated value of 9.6 inches. Because the values are so similar, we used the slightly higher, previously 
determined values in our calculations. Calculation sheets are attached in Appendix A.  

2.0 DESIGN BASIS 

A run-off erosion protection channellapron is needed along the south toe of the Pond 1 embankment to 
prevent scour from undercutting the tailings rock cover during extreme run-off events. Another erosion 
concern at the toe of the embankment is the potential for longitudinal flow along the toe due to moderate 
slopes adjacent to the toe. Therefore, the general approach for this analysis consisted of two tasks with 
the greater design requirements controlling the final design configurations.  

1) Determining the apron requirements based on run-off analysis for the south embankment of 
Pond 1 in accordance with NUREG-1 623, Appendix D, Section 6; and 

2) Determining open channel requirements to control the run-off and longitudinal flow from the 
south embankment by an open channel in accordance with NUREG-1623, Appendix D, 
Sections 2 and 3.  

Each of these analyses is described separately in this section of the report.  

The development of this design is based on the 1 hr. local PMP depth for Pond 1 of 9.6 inches. The 19
acre catchment area includes essentially impervious covered tailings of the south embankment slope. In 
these calculations it is assumed that the entire catchment area is capped with a rock cover and is 
impervious. This catchment drains to the south, down the 5H:IV embankment slopes and exits in an 
existing internal apron that is constructed along the entire Pond I embankment toe. Visual observations 
during site visits have indicated that minor erosion has occurred outside the internal apron on the 
adjacent unprotected natural soils; therefore, redesign and replacement of the existing apron is 
necessary. Replacement of the existing apron will be required in order to install the new channel/apron.  
The proposed design is an external channel/apron that will replace the current internal apron. The 
catchment area is shown on Figure 2.  

2.1 EROSION PROTECTION APRON FLOW 

For the 19-acre catchment, a time of concentration was calculated using the longest embankment slope 
achievable to evaluate rock sizes in the erosion protection apron design. The slope length used for this 
calculation is 452 ft in length, producing a time of concentrations of 1.65 minutes. This time of 
concentrations is below the smallest incremental rain duration provided by Nelson et all (1986) for 
developing a PMF depth. Therefore the shortest increment rainfall duration of 2.5 minutes was used in 
developing the 2.5 minute PMP depth. The 2.5 minute PMP depth for a local storm of 9.6 inches is 2.64 
inches. Using a runoff coefficient of 1.0, the Rational Method gives a unit peak flow of 0.63 cfs/ft for this 
catchment with the slope length of 452 ft. Using a maximum embankment slope of 20 percent and a flow 
concentration factor of 2.5, the method of Abt et al. (1998) predicts a rock d5 0 of 6.7 inches for the toe 
apron at the base of the slope. Calculations are provided in Appendix B.  

2.2 EROSION PROTECTION CHANNELIAPRON FLOW 

Due to the moderate longitudinal slopes at the toe of the south embankment of Pond 1, a second design 
approach was evaluated for providing erosion protection at the toe of the south embankment of Pond 1.  
The moderate slopes will induce longitudinal flows along the embankment toe, which could cause 
instability of the embankment by erosion. This approach places an open channel/apron at the base of the 
slope that will catch the precipitation that falls on the embankment slope and runs off. The

Rio Algom Mining Company, LLC. -3-
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Pond 1 South Embankment Erosion Protection - Ambrosia Lake Mill, New Mexico 

open channel/apron approach takes into consideration NUREG-1623 erosion control apron parameters 

as well as NUREG-1623 channel parameters and the Army Corp of Engineers, Hydraulic Design of Flood 
Control Channels, design methods (ASCE 1995). According to previous phone discussions with Mr. Ted El Johnson of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), the parameters provided within the NUREG-1623 
shall be adequate for design of open channels, using Sections 2 and 3 of Appendix D, the Abt and 
Johnson Method. The open channel terminates at a discharge apron in the Arroyo del Puerto Basin.  

The channel/apron separates from the embankment near channel stationing 21+75, at which point the 
channel/apron becomes a discharge apron (See Sheet 1 for general layout, Appendix D). The southeast 
portion of the embankment toe that requires erosion protection will be protected by a toe apron system.  
The southeast toe of the embankment is generally flat and longitudinal flows are not anticipated thus no 
channel has been incorporated in this portion of the apron design. See Section 2.1 for development of the 
toe apron design.  

The flow for the channel/apron originates on a 17.5 acre area. The time of concentration was developed 
using the maximum flow length of 2,375 ft, which the length of run-off from the embankment slope at 
station 0+00 of 200 ft. A starting elevation of 7,020 ft with an ending elevation of 6,940 ft at station 21+75 
were used for developing the time of concentration for this section. With these parameters, the time of 
concentration was calculated to be 11.4 minutes. From Nelson et all (1986), a 11.4 minute PMP depth for 
a local storm of 9.6 inches is 6.3 inches. The Rational Method gives a peak flow of 579 cfs for the first 
section. Calculations are found in Appendix C.  

2.3 CHANNELIAPRON CONFIGURATION 

The channel/apron configuration was developed using the results of the flow calculations noted above in 
conjunction with NUREG-1623 Sections 2 and 3 and Flowmaster, a hydraulic design software for steady
state open channel flow. The software was used to develop a flow depth in the proposed channel/apron 
sections. All other channel/apron dimensions were developed using recommendations from the NUREG
1623 and relations established by Abt et al. (1998). The more protective of the requirements for 
developing a channel configuration between channel design and apron design was chosen for the 
channel/apron development. Manning's roughness value was developed using equation D-8 of Section 3 
in the NUREG-1623. The roughness value was then entered into the open channel modeling software 
with an estimated channel width greater than or equal to the D0o of the calculated apron rock size times 
15 (the requirement for apron width from Section 6 of the NUREG), and the calculated flows noted above 
for the channel/apron. The sideslope rock size was sized 1.2 times larger according to the methods of 
ASCE (1995) with the expectation that D5o not exceed 9.2 inches. If the rock size exceeded D05 = 9.2 
inches, a wider channel width was selected to reduce the rock size.  

J The channel slope of 2.3 % is an average slope of the existing grades for the length of the channel/apron 
and is based on the survey information provided by Rio Algom. With the time of concentration of 11.4 

1 minutes, the incremental storm depth of 6.3 inches, the peak flow of 579 cfs, and a bottom width of 12 
feet, a rock size of D50 = 7.5 inches is required. A channel depth of 4.5 feet will be necessary to control 
the longitudinal flows as well as protect the toe from erosion.  

1 The channel bottom width just calculated for longitudinal flow along the channel/apron is also adequate 
using the design criteria found in NUREG-1623, Section 6. The rock size of D50 = 6.7 inches determined 
in Section 2.1 would require an apron width of 8.4 feet, which is exceeded by the longitudinal flow 

Il requirement of a 12 foot bottom width.  

The calculations for this section of the report are shown in Appendix C. The open channel modeling 
software outputs of the depth of flow in the channel with the above noted input parameters are also 
included within the calculation section. The channellapron configuration and location are shown on the 
design drawings in Appendix D.

Rio Algom Mining Company, LLC.
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Pond 1 South Embankment Erosion Protection - Ambrosia Lake Mill, New Mexico

2.4 DISCHARGE APRON CONFIGURATION 

Run-off from the south embankment of Pond 1 collects in a channel/apron along the toe and is then 
directed easterly along the toe to approximately station 21+75 where it is then routed away from the 
embankment toe to a discharge apron. The intent of the discharge apron is to spread water on the native 
ground downstream of the pond. A toe is constructed at the edge of the discharge apron to prevent scour 
beneath the apron. The downstream toe as well as the training wall and wingwall toes are keyed into the 
shallow bedrock.  

Wingwalls extend for an additional 25 feet beyond the apron to protect the corners of the apron. The 
wingwalls are constructed with a rock toe keyed into bedrock with 2H:1V side slopes. Before covering the 
rock toes of the apron and wing walls with compacted native materials, the contractor should work filter 
rock into the upper portion of the rock to prevent the loss of native materials in voids.  

2.5 EROSION PROTECTION APRON - SOUTHEAST PORTION OF POND I 

For the southeast portion of Pond I embankment, more specifically, west of Pond 3 and north of the 
southeast corner of Pond 1, we used an erosion protection toe apron design, which prevents scour at the 
base of the embankment slope. The topographic information provided by Rio Algom indicates that 
longitudinal flows are not expected In this general area; therefore, a channel/apron type erosion 
protection system is not necessary. The design grade of the embankment is 20%, according to Rio 
Algom. This value was verified to be between 17% and 20% by the topographic information supplied by 
Rio Algom. For this portion of the Pond 1 embankment erosion protection plan, a time of concentration 
and unit peak flow discussed in Section 2.1 were used in conjunction with a 20% embankment slope, a 
run-off coefficient of 1.0 (rock covered surface with no infiltration), and the method of Abt et al. (1998) to 
predict a rock D50=6.7 inches for erosion protection at the interface of the embankment toe and the native 
soil in this area.  

In an effort to reduce the number of rock gradations used to complete several design tasks for erosion 
control at the mill site, the apron configurations were adjusted appropriately to fit a common rock size of 
other design tasks. A rock of D50 = 9.2 inches was previously selected for use in an erosion control 
design at the mill site, the same rock size has been selected for use in this erosion control apron.  

3.0 OTHER DESIGNICONSTRUCTION CONSIDERATIONS 

As part of this erosion protection design, the existing erosion control apron must be removed and the 
subgrade properly re-graded such that run-off from the embankment flows into the proposed 
channel/apron and toe apron. It is recommended that the entire existing apron be removed as part of the 
proposed construction and replaced with this proposed channel/apron. Because the channel/apron 
should fit the topography at the toe of the embankment, some variation from the design grade will be 
required during construction, any deviations outside the range 1.5 % to 3.5 % should be evaluated 
hydraulically to ensure adequate performance of the channel/apron.  

The erosion protection methods outlined in this design report are based on current engineering practices 
for erosion control at uranium mill sites. For these erosion protection methods to perform as intended, a 
"durable rock" should be used. The erosion protection methods outlined above have been developed 
around the use of "durable rock" as characterized in Section 7.2.1 Procedures for Assessing Rock 
Quality, (NUREG 1623 & 4620). If suitable rock meeting the criteria set forth by NUREG 1623 and 4620 
is not available, oversizing of the rock is permissible per Section 7.2.2 Oversizing Criteria (NUREG 1623).  
If oversizing of the selected rock sizes in this design report is required due to the lack of "durable rock", 
the erosion protection methods provided in this report should be reviewed. Depending on the magnitude 
of the change, the change in rock size could affect channel capacity and apron capacity as well as the 
rock thickness.

Rio Algom Mining Company, LLC. -6-
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Channel/Apron Peak Flow 
Worksheet for Trapezoidal Channel

Project Description 
Project File c:\haestad\fmw\quivira.fm2 
Worksheet Quivira 
Flow Element Trapezoidal Channel 
Method Manning's Formula 
Solve For Channel Depth 

Input Data 
Mannings Coefficient 0.052 
Channel Slope 0.023000 ft/ft 
Left Side Slope 5.000000 H V 
Right Side Slope 2.000000 H V 
Bottom Width 12.00 ft 
Discharge 579.00 cfs 

Results 
Depth 3.35 ft 
Flow Area 79.59 ft2 

Wetted Perimeter 36.60 ft 
Top Width 35.47 ft 
Critical Depth 3.09 ft 
Critical Slope 0.032057 ft/ft 
Velocity 7.27 ft/s 
Velocity Head 0.82 ft 
Specific Energy 4.18 ft 
Froude Number 0.86 
Flow is subcritical.

Maxim Technologies, Inc.  
Haestad Methods, Inc. 37 Brookside Road Waterbury, CT 06708 (203) 755-1666

FlowMaster v5.08 
Page 1 of 1

09/05102 
01:42:20 PM
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POND 1

/ '-

' I /

BEGIN SOUTH

4otes: 
1. Task 5 Consists of Three (3) Design Items; (See Item Areas Located On ThisDrawing) 

A. An Erosion Protection Channel/Apron Constructed Along The Pond3 Sbfith 
Embankment Toe (See Sheets 2, 3 and 4) '"" :,Ac), -,I 

B. A Discharge Apron Constructed At The End of The Channel/Apron For Energy 
Disappation (See Sheet 5). MA 

C. An Erosion Protection Apron Along The Pond 1 Southern Portion ofthe Eaft 
Embankment Toe (See Sheet 9) J, ;,--' -1 A (' 

2. The Erosion Protection Apron And the Erosion Protection Channel/Apron Shall Not Be 
Connected. The Apron Shall End At The Crest Of The Interior Embankment Slb]e Of 
The Erosion Protection Channel/Apron Near Station 2 1+75.

3. The Pond 1 Toe Erosion Protection-Apron (Task 3 Apron) And The South Embankmcnt' 
Toe Erosion Protection Apron Shall be Connected.  

4. The Horizontal Location Of The Above.Noted Items For Erosion Protection Are 
Approximate. Field Adjustment To The Horizontal Location Of the Erosion Protection 
Channel/Apron, Toe Apron, AndDischarge Apron May Be Necessary. The Erosion ' 
Protection Channel/Apron And Toe Apron Shall Be Placed At The Existing Toe Of Pond 1.
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/-Existing Embankment Rock Cover 
/I- Existing Rock Filter Layer

/- First Layer of Barrier Soil

i 10.3' -

\- Second Layer of Barrier Soil

Remove & Replace Existinj 
With New D5j=V

ill Tailings

g Filter Layer'
I" Filter Rock 7 

7.2' 
Remove Existing Apron Rock ,

Existing Toe

.TYPICAL CHANNEL/APRON SECTION

S PMF Elevation

-Existing Ground Elevation/Proposed Top of Channel Elevation

------- - ----- -
5

"• ~12.0' •

229' 13,1

SCALE: 1 in = 5 ft

'ONSTRUCTION NOTES: 

1. The Pond 1 erosion protection channel/apron shall be constructed such 
that it replaces the existing Pond I internal apron. Estimated lengt4 ofr..  
channel/apron is 2175 ft. See Sheet I for approximate channel/apron 
start and end points.  

2. The existing internal apron of the Pond I embankment shall be removed 
and replaced as shown above such that the apron shall provide positive 
drainage into the newly constructed channel/apron.  

3. The bottom of the channel/apron shall be constructed flat from side slope 
to side slope to prevent concentrated flows.  

4. Rock Riprap for erosion protection shall be placed in conformanceeWith; -- , 
Appendix F of Design of Erosion Protection for Long-Term Stabilizafio'n;,-,, 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's NUREG -CR1623 Draft Report 
unless otherwise specified in the Pond 1 Embankment Toe Erosion 
Protection Report or the included Design Drawings.  

5. Where applicable, compacted fill may be placed on the exterior to 
construct an embankment that will provide the minimum 4.5 ft of depth 
for the channel/apron. The fill required to construct the embankment shall 
consist of material excavated from within the channel/apron trench or 
other on-site borrow sources. The fill shall be compacted to a minimum of 
95% of maximum density as determined by ASTM D-698 and within +/- 2 
% of optimum moisture content. Each lift of fill shall not exceed a loose 
thickness of 10 inches. The embankment shall maintain the 2H:IV ,li-, pe 
on its interior and a 5H: IV or flatter slope on the exterior. Th6 :-'", 
embankment shall have a crest width of not less than 5 ft. .  

£ &l" 

• ,C 31//

6.  

7.

The channel/apron exqayatignshall be constructed with bottoms 
free of loose de1b.rivs,.egetation and muddy surfaces.  

The erosion protectio'4 bedding/filter material shall be placed at a 
minimum thickness, of:6"'along the length of the channel/apron. The', 
bedding/filter ffiteriial shall extend up the 2H: IV side slopes and 
end flush with the existing ground elevation or erosion protection 
rock as shown above. Bedding/filter materials shall be spread and 
compacted in one layer.'.\ .

8. Ex.isting erosion protectdian rock disturbed during construction of the 
channel/apros•halltbe-relaced nhuli as fo maintain existing slopes 

- -and riirapeoridittdng','sap~rovedpreviously by the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Comrnissto&,kCare shali'be taken in removing and 
stockpiling the riprap such that the material is not degraded or 

-otherwise damaged.-Rocklagraded or otherwise not in cAformance with the'NUREG 1623 due to removal and 
replacement methodsfhafll be replaced with similar approved 
rnfatenals. Care shalle fa cen such that existing tailings Are not 
disturbed during eroslon protection channel/apron constrhction.  

9. The channel/apron stall be covered with a minimum of 28" of d 50 
=9.2" rock. The rock shall be extended up the side slopes to the 
existing grade on the exterior and interlock with the existing interior 
rock placed on the Pond I embankment slope as shown above.  

10. The channel/apron erosion protection rock shall be constructed of a 
rock diameter d5=9.2" conforming to the following gradation: 

Sieve Designation PercentPassing

15" 
12" 
9"

"11. Thý' chafinel/atronr erosion 
"6" 6fbeddiriigfiiter rock of 
following gradation:,,

protection rock shall be consirdd 
f diameter d5•1" conforming toi

Sieve Designalibn Percent Passing 
"' ' """"'" '2":,' . 100-,,r, ' 

ý ,i . :ý "• '. 0- 90 
, ,"w. ")314- '• •' ' 20-70 

3/8"" v.;; -1vq :.' 0 -30 "' ; "" 

I o .4 ý-10-3 .' -

12. The channel/.-pron erosion protection filter rock shall be 
constructcd on 6" of bedding/filter sand conforming to the'" 
following gradation:, .. , 

Sieve Designation Percent Passing 
No.4, 100 
No,10 80-100 S.....No.20,;: 36 - 76 :.I s 

No.40, 10-20 
No.100 0-.10( 

, t iTo r

100 
70 -90 
30-55

flfIC

Where Applicable, A Compacted Berm 
Shall Be Placed To Provide The Minimum 
Trench Depth Of 4.5 ft. The Berm Shall Have A 
5 ft Wide Crest Width And Shall Provided Postive 
Drainage Into The Channel/Apron.  
(See Note 5)

1% 4-

Ii

\- Filter Sand Layer 6" InlDepth

-D =1" Filter Rock Layer 6" In :epth 
50
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I

1.5

PLACE 6" OF d5=1" BEDDING/FILTER ROCK 
50

-2 

PLACE 6" FILTER SAND BELOW 
BEDDING/FILTER ROCK

KEY ROCK

DISCHARGE

WORK BEDDING/FILTER ROCK 
INTO UPPER PORTION OF ROCK 
SURFACE IN APRON AREA

d --9.2" 
50

-�

TOE TO

TRANSITION LEFT WALL 
FROM 5H:IVTO2H.IV. -,- ,I, ' ,, ,.>

1. Rock Riprap for erosion protection shall be placed in conformance with 
Appendix F of Design of Erosion ProtectionforLong-Termn Sabihatnon, 
U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission's NUREG -CR1623 Draft Report 
unless otherwise specified in the TASK 5 Erosion Protection Report or the 
included Design Drawings.

2. The bottom of the apron shall be constructed flat from side slope to side 
slope to prevent concentrated flows.

3. The rock toes shall be keyed into bedrock.

4 Apron erosion protection rock shall be tied into the discharge channel 
rock. Areas disturbed dunng construction of the apron shall be 
revegetated.

5. The erosion protection bedding/filter material shall be placed at a 
minimum thickness of 6" along the length of the apron. The 
bedding/filter material shall extend up the 2H IV side slopes to the 
existing grade and end below the erosion protection rock layer on 
the side slopes and crests as shown above. Bedding/filter materials 
shall be spread and compacted in one layer

PLACE 6" FILTER 
BEDDING/FILTER

6 The apron shall be constructed with a minimum of 18" ofd =-9.2" 
rock. , i:, 

7. The height of the wing wall varies from 4 5 ft at th &nd f t'he rock 
apron to approximately 2 ft at the end of the wing-wall

8 The channel erosion protection rock shall be constructed of a rock 
diameter d50=9.2" conforming to the following gradation.  

Sieve Designation Percent Passing 
15" 100 
12" 70-90 

- 9".-30-55 
ýA6' 0-10 

9 The bprorn erosion protection rock shall be constructed on 6" of 
beddiýifiltei-rock and 6" of filter sand conforming to the follo, ngradation.  

S Bedding/Filter Gravel (drl 0") Filter Si 
Steve-Designation Percent Passing Sieve Designation 

'3' 100 No. 4 
2" 80-90 No 10 
3T4• r-20-70 No 20 

U3/t" IU-JO Nu 4U

KEY ROCK 
IN BEDROCK

and 
Percent Passing 

100 
80-100 
36-76 
IO.,LU

AMBRO0 
RIO ALZ OM L GRANTS 

TAS ER 
'DISCI

WORK BEDDING/FILTER ROCK 
INTO UPPER PORTION OF ROCK 
SURFACE IN APRON AREA

COMPACT NATURA 
MATERIAL EXTEND ROCK 

TOE TO BEDROCK

BEDDING/FILTER ROCK
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POND 1 TOE'EROSION PROTECTION APRON 
.-Typical Section

"-EXISTING EMBANKMENT ROCK COVER
/- EXISTING ROCK FILTER LAYER

,- FIRST LAYER OF-B3ARR!ER " ' '';," • ""

REMOVE & REPLACE EXISTING EROSION 
PROTECTIN ROCK (See Note 7 Below)

SECOND BARRIER LAYER 

THIRD BARRIER LAYER,

5 "-TO MATCH EXISTING GRADE 
9.40'

PLACE NEW D =1" FILTE 
ROCK LAYER5 0

10l.45'-

EIX'ISTING GRADE AND SLOPE
1. 1 1______

7.67' -,

PLACE FILTER SANDLAYER 
BELOW FILTER ROCK

1 inr 3 f"t

NOTES: 
1. Rock Riprap for erosion protection aprons shall be placed in conformance with Appendix F of Design of ,c-!,i Tfixisting erosion, protection disturbed during constructi6n ofthe erosion protection aprons shall be replaced 

Erosion Protection for Long-Term Stabilization, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's NUREG - 1623-• , ,,An a manner that minintains existing slopes and riprap conditions as*pproved previously by the U.S. Nuclear 
Draft Report unless otherwise specified in the Task 3 Erosion Control Design Report or the Design ,, ,,, •., -, Regulatory Commissibn. Care shall be taken in removing and stockpiling the riprap such that the material is 
Drawings. 1 1-jj c,.) ,, 4, rnot degradedoroth"erwise damaged. Rock degraded or otherwise out of conformance with the NUREG 1623 

2. Erosion protection aprons shall be sloped to the downstream edge with a minimum slope of two percent W'r, . rT) due to removal and replacement methods shall be replaced with similar Fpproved materials. Care should be 
at a slope that matches the slope of the natural ground, should it be steeper than two percent. ,m taken so that existing tailings are not disturbed during erosion protection apron construction.

3. Erosion protection apron excavations shall be constructed with 2H:IV slopes to permit placement of the 
filter materials as shown above.  

4. The erosion protection apron shall be constructed of a rock diameter d50-= 9.2" conforming to the following 
gradation: 

Sieve Designation Percent Passing 
15" 100 
12" 70-90 
9" 30-55 
6" 0-10 

5. Each layer of erosion protection bedding/filter material shall be placed at a minimum thickness of 6" along 
the length of the apron. The bedding/filter material shall extend up the 2V:IH sides and end below the Pond 
3 erosion protection rock. Bedding/filter material shall be spread and oormpured in one layer.  

6. Erosion protection apron riprap bedding/filter material shall meet the followihg gradation: 
Filter Gravel Filtft Sand 

Sieve Designation Percent Passing Sieve Designati. Percent Passing 
3" 100 No4 1 100 
2" 80-100 No. 10- 80-100 
3/4" 20-70 No. 20 •1 36-76 
3/8" 10-30 No.40 10-20 
No.4 0-10 No.100 r 0-10 

C -it

,: The risior protection apron shall be constructed continuously from the south embankffient erosion 
protection, channel/apron (southeast comer of Pond I) to the southwest limits of Pond 3. The erosion 

, protection apron shall be connected at the north end to the proposed Pond 1 to Pond 3 erosion protection 
,'rk. aron. The south end of the erosion protection apron shall 14OT be connected to the south embankment 
- : erosion protection chanmel/apron. The apron shall end at the crest ofthe interior slop.-ofthe south 

embankment erosion protection channel/apron.  

9. The erosion protection apron shall be constructed level throughout to prevent longitudinal flows within the 
apron. The erosion protection apron shall be constructed such that flow from the embankment will flow 
perpendicular, to the'apron and onto the existing grade where it will drain away from the erosion protection 
apron.  

10.. The erosion protectiormapron width was designed based on NUREG recemmendations in conjunction with 
-, 'local storm run off parameters and calculations. Per NUREG methods, the required rock size for the apron 

with a local storm PMF is equal to al)50= 6.7". To minimize rock types required to complete erosion 
-, protection systems at the site, the rock size detailed in this apron is similar to the rock size used in other 

design tasks at the site, DO=92". I"

Y2.

-� - I. 
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